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Adulting with Richard Sherman: NFL football superstar Richard Sherman breaks down the money playbook. You’re
adulting now, so adult with Richard Sherman.

American Paycheck: American Paycheck hits the road across America to discover how millennials make money,
what they do with the money they make, and how they cope with adverse financial situations in their communities.

Faceplant: Ouch! Personal stories from people who discover the value of failure in pursuit of their dreams.

George Goes Everywhere: Exploring cities across the U.S. with just 100 bucks in his pocket, George shares clever
travel tips & tricks that won’t break the bank account or max out the credit card.

Heads or Tails: Follow @MillionStoriesMedia on Instagram for this series. Reality star Joey Sasso gets answers from
experts Jean Chatzky, Johnny Taylor and Dr Mike.

Making Lemonade: Interesting entrepreneurial and career-shift stories told in an interview style.

Milk Money: Milk Money gets real with millennial families raising kids in today’s economy. Explore the true price of
parenthood and dive deeper on family finances.

The Glozell Show Special: GloZell is one of YouTube’s biggest stars. And yet, when it came to money and celebrity,
well, GloZell had her challenges. It’s time for GloZell to break the taboos and have a frank conversation about life,
love and all of her financial blunders on The GloZell Show Special!

Tip Jar: You have questions, we have answers! In partnership with Chegg, noted financial expert, Jean Chatzky, is
giving quick, practical and jargon-free answers to millennials' most pressing financial questions. New episodes
coming soon.

Working Nation: I Want That Job: Short videos on in-demand and/or jobs with increasing demand.

The End of the Roll: Donte Sims on Managing Money to Stay Middle Class: Features an analogy between spending

money and the end of the roll of toilet paper
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